GLOBAL DIGITAL SERVICES PROJECTS

01 PROJECT TITLE: GKPS EXPANSION PROJECTS

Location: St. Catherine and Clarendon

Summary
Global Knowledge Process Solutions, Inc. (GKPS) started on March 2017 initially as a 50-seat contact centre operation in Kingston, Jamaica. GKPS is looking to expand its operations and has reserved 24,000 sq. ft of newly constructed open spaces to be used for BPO operations in Portmore.

An additional facility is also available for future GKPS expansion in May Pen Clarendon, consisting of 50,000 sq. ft. This is a greenfield project on ½ acre of land.

Available documents: Business Plan, Architectural Renders

02 PROJECT TITLE: JAMAICA CARE PACKAGES CONNECT

Location: Kingston

Summary
Jamaican Care Packages (JCP) delivers care packages to Caribbean immigrants who miss home. “JCP Connect” (JCPC) has been adding new local products to its packages; this allows local vendors big or small to instantly start exporting their products worldwide on the JCP platform. JCPC will handle the marketing, logistics and payment processor for local vendors.

JCP Connect is seeking a mix of grant, debt, or equity investment to expand its operations.

Available Documents: Company Profile, Financial Analysis
PROJECT TITLE: SMART TRACK GPS FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Location: St. Andrew

Summary
The SmartTrack system is an online platform designed to protect and track all movable assets, whether personal or commercial. SmartTrack utilizes GPSWOX to offer solutions to businesses and individuals seeking to maximize productivity or protect their property.

SmartTrack is seeking equity investment opportunities to expand its operations.

PROJECT TITLE: E11 SOLUTIONS

Location: St James

Summary
E11 Solutions is a start-up outsourcing company seeking to establish a community-based business model in Montego Bay. Incorporating the employees as part owners in the project, E11 and its principals have targeted B2C and B2B campaigns, customer service, digital marketing and transactional processing for revenue streams.

E11 Solutions is seeking equity investment.

Available Documents: Business Profile

PROJECT TITLE: BIZTECH

Location: Kingston

Summary
BizTech is an online peer to peer lending platform that connects borrowers with individuals serving as lenders. With a core focus of financial inclusion, BizTech allows users to connect either through mobile and web applications that are easy to follow and less onerous than traditional financial institutions. BizTech does this all while maintaining Know-your-customer and Anti-money laundering requirements for a lending institution. The easy-to-use platform is targeted at individuals and small businesses seeking non-traditional sources of financing in a timely manner.

BizTech is seeking a mix of debt financing and equity investment to expand its business through intense marketing and promotion.

Available Documents: Financial Analysis

PROJECT TITLE: CRESCENT DIGITAL

Location: Manchester

Summary
Crescent Digital is an Information Technology Services provider offering a suite of solutions to enterprises including management consulting, business process outsourcing and technology services. By leveraging its partnership certification with Salesforce (World Leading CRM provider) and over 10 years’ experience Crescent Digital is seeking to disrupt the nascent market for CRM technology. Its service offerings are further supplemented by the development of proprietary software for the financial services, government and hotel industries, built on the Salesforce lightning platform. These applications provide solutions for loan origination, debt collection, reservations and connecting with citizens.

Crescent Digital is seeking equity investment and expertise in technology service delivery to scale its operations within one year.
The University of the Commonwealth Caribbean (UCC) is the largest private tertiary education institution in Jamaica. The UCC has campuses across Jamaica in five parishes, offering courses from professional certificates to doctoral degree programmes including programmes in collaboration with the University of London.

As part of its thrust to expand its student base and provide professional services to corporate accounts, the UCC has developed a suite of projects to pursue these ends.

University Town

The University Town project is designed as a service export to attract international students to Jamaica. This “Global Campus” offers a cultural immersion programme and student exchange programme to incentivize overseas students interested in studying in Jamaica. In addition to providing English as a second language (ESL), online study programs and an international franchise to widen the UCC’s reach.
International Franchise

The UCC Collaborative Education Provision is the vehicle through which it is propelling an international franchise in the Commonwealth, Caribbean and Africa. The UCC is targeting innovative entrepreneurs and businesses with an interest in designing custom training and education opportunities through brick and mortar university or online learning platforms.

Early College and Advanced Placement High School Programme

The UCC through partnership with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Information is offering associate degree programmes to students at High Schools across Jamaica. The Early College and Advanced Placement High School Programme allows students at the 10th and 11th grades to gain credits towards higher level education. The programme can equip up to 7,500 students annually across Jamaica.

The Morant Bay Urban Centre

The UCC is expanding its footprint into the East of Jamaica with a university campus in the parish and extension of its outsourcing business (Global Knowledge Processing Solutions). The proposed 75,000 sq. ft. facility will allow the university to leverage its existing expertise in outsourcing backed by its reputation to produce quality talent.

Digital Animation Skills Training

Animation is fast becoming the medium of choice for communicating messages in advertising, television and film. The UCC is positioning itself to upskill 100 students in a 2-year animation skills training programme targeting youth from vulnerable communities. Operating as a social impact project, the data gathered from the exercise will be used for research and development of other programmes.

The UCC is pursuing equity investment, partnerships and joint venture agreements in its projects.

Available Documents: Business Plans, Feasibility Studies, Architectural Renders